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PS452 Course Overview

• Lectures 1 & 2: Intelligent behaviour in humans

• Lectures 3 – 6: Intelligent behaviour in machines

• Lectures 7 – 10: Intelligent behaviour in animals
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PS452 Course Overview

• Emphasis

• What is intelligent behaviour?

• What cognitive apparatus is necessary?

• What limits its effectiveness?

• Avoid phenomenology [what is it like to be intelligent?]

• Common themes sought, but no grand unified theory!
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Part 1: Intelligent Behaviour in Humans

• Lecture 1: Tools for intelligent behaviour
How do people behave intelligently?

• Intelligent behaviour = successful inference and 
problem solving

• How do people achieve these?

• Why do people make mistakes?

• Lecture 2: Theories of human intelligence
Why do people di!er in intelligence?

• Why are some people more successful at
reasoning/problem solving than others?

• Domain-specific versus domain general-explanations 

• Biological versus cognitive explanations
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Lecture 1: Tools for Intelligent Behaviour

• 1.1 Problem solving strategies

• Classic well-defined problems

• Searching the state space

• 1.2 Inference and reasoning

• Mental models for inference

• 1.3 Putting knowledge to use

• Knowledge-beneficial problems

• Schemas as problem solving tools
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Lecture 1: Tools for Intelligent Behaviour

• 1.4 Limits to success

• Working memory (over)load

• Misdirected attention

• Knowledge misapplied

• 1.5 Overview and recurring themes

• Is cognition necessary?

• Is life one giant state space?

• Domain-specific versus domain-general processes
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1.1: Problem Solving Strategies

• Well-defined problems

• Clear rules, start and goal states 

• Formalise on state space diagram

• Two classic well-defined problems

• Tower of Hanoi 

• Lions & Lambs (Missionaries and Cannibals)

• State space

• Formal representation of the problem

• Like a map, identify the shortest route

• Starting point for AI programming
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• The Tower of Hanoi Problem

Classic Well-Defined Problems
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You have three pegs several disks, all
different sizes, stacked in order of size

Your goal is to move all disks from the
start peg to the other side, BUT

Only one disk at a time may be moved
A large disk must never be placed upon a smaller disk
Disks may not be slipped out from under each other



• The Lions and Lambs Problem

Classic Well-Defined Problems
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Three lions, three lambs and a boat that can only 
hold two at a time are on the left side of a river

The six animals must cross to the other bank, BUT

If the lions ever outnumber the lambs on
 either bank then the lambs will be eaten
The boat cannot cross the river without occupants
The boat must fully unload at the end of each journey



Classic Well-Defined Problems
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Start 
State

Goal 
State

Subgoal 
Complete

State Space Diagram for three-ring 
Tower of Hanoi problem



Difficult 
move

Maxwell J Roberts 
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Simplified State  
Space Diagram for  
the Lions & Lambs 

(aka Missionaries & 
Cannibals) problem 
showing only legal 

states in the 
standard version

Classic Well-Defined Problems
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Searching the State Space

• Humans and computers: Exhaustive search impossible

• Identify best moves using limited cognitive resources

➡ Find intelligent strategies to prune the state space
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Searching the State Space

• Hill Climbing

• For problems without obvious structure

• Pick the move from the options that
will assist most in achieving the goal 

• Each move should advance closer to goal, step by step

• But defeated by local highs
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Searching the State Space

• Hill Climbing Evidence

‣ Thomas (1974): M&C pauses and errors at key step
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Searching the State Space

• Means-Ends Analysis

• Divide task into subgoals 

• Solve nested subgoals stage by stage 

1) Evaluate how start and goal differ 
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Searching the State Space

• Means-Ends Analysis

• Divide task into subgoals 

• Solve nested subgoals stage by stage 

2) Apply operator to reduce difference 
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Searching the State Space

• Means-Ends Analysis

• Divide task into subgoals 

• Solve nested subgoals stage by stage 

3) If obstacle prevents this, reevaluate 
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Searching the State Space

• Means-Ends Analysis

• Divide task into subgoals 

• Solve nested subgoals stage by stage 

4) Create subgoal: remove obstacle 
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Searching the State Space

• Means-Ends Analysis

• Divide task into subgoals 

• Solve nested subgoals stage by stage 

5) Solve the subgoal 

6) Set/solve next subgoal if necessary
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Searching the State Space

• Means-Ends Analysis Evidence

• Organising multiple sub-goals not trivial

• Ward & Allport (1997)

‣  People pause when each subgoal completed

• Newell & Simon (1972) 

‣ Protocol analysis/solutions suggest the use of subgoals
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1.2: Inference and Reasoning

• Inferences = fine detail of intelligent behaviour

• E.g. individual steps in a problem solving task

• Much information in the world is implicit

• Inferences necessary for conversational interpretation

• Deductions needed to identify implicit information

➡ Mental models = intelligent representations for
organising information and making inferences
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Mental Models for Inference
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If …

the cup is to the left of the plate, and … 
the spoon is to the right of the plate, and … 
the knife is in front of the cup, and … 
the fork is in front of the spoon, then … 
   
where is the knife in relation to the fork?

[one model problem]



Mental Models for Inference
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If …

the cup is to the left of the plate, and … 
the spoon is to the left of the plate, and … 
the knife is in front of the cup, and … 
the fork is in front of the plate, then … 
   
where is the knife in relation to the fork?

[two model problem]



Mental Models for Inference

• Johnson-Laird & Byrne (1991; 1993)

• Mental models for representation

• Multi-step procedure for inference
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Mental Models for Inference

• Johnson-Laird & Byrne (1991; 1993)

(1) Construct mental model of the premises
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If …

the cup is to the left of the plate, and … 
the spoon is to the right of the plate, and … 
the knife is in front of the cup, and … 
the fork is in front of the spoon, then … 
   
where is the knife in relation to the fork?

[one model problem]



• Johnson-Laird & Byrne (1991; 1993)

(2) Draw a tentative conclusion

The knife is to the left of the fork

Mental Models for Inference
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Mental Models for Inference

• Johnson-Laird & Byrne (1991; 1993)

(3) Attempt to see whether there are other possible 
mental models that might falsify the conclusion

None available, a one model problem
can only be configured in one way
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If …

the cup is to the left of the plate, and … 
the spoon is to the right of the plate, and … 
the knife is in front of the cup, and … 
the fork is in front of the spoon, then … 
   
where is the knife in relation to the fork?

[one model problem]



• Johnson-Laird & Byrne (1991; 1993)

(4) Finalise conclusion (that is common to all models)

The knife is to the left of the fork

Mental Models for Inference
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• More processing steps for two-model problem

• Second model should be evaluated

Mental Models for Inference
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If …

the cup is to the left of the plate, and … 
the spoon is to the left of the plate, and … 
the knife is in front of the cup, and … 
the fork is in front of the plate, then … 
   
where is the knife in relation to the fork?

[two model problem]



Mental Models for Inference

• Evidence

• Johnson-Laird & Byrne (1991)

• Different items require different
numbers of mental models

‣ Multiple model problems harder than single model

‣ Applies to a wide range of inference tasks

‣ Computer simulations conform to expectations
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1.3: Putting Knowledge to Use

• Procedures so far are domain-general:

• Apply widely to different situations/contexts

• Work identically irrespective of content

• Demanding of working memory: inefficient/error-prone

• Past experience can assist current tasks 

• Known solutions (e.g., Rubik Cube)

• Analogies (e.g., Solar System)

➡ Schemas = intelligent representations 
for structuring and applying knowledge
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Knowledge-Beneficial Problems

• The Fortress Problem

32

A general and an army are to attack a fortress held 
by an enemy leader and his army

There are many approach roads but, unfortunately, 
all are mined; if the entire army were to take a single 
road then the mines would explode

If the army were to march single file this would not 
set off the mines, but a single column of soldiers 
would be an easy target



Knowledge-Beneficial Problems

• Solution for the Fortress Problem
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The general divided his army up 
equally between the approach roads

Each group marched simultaneously down each 
approach road, converging at the fortress

Soldiers arriving from many 
directions at once 
overwhelmed 
the enemy



Knowledge-Beneficial Problems

• The Radiation Problem

34

A doctor is faced with a patient with an inoperable 
stomach tumour which has not responded to drugs

There is a radioactive ray that can destroy the 
tumour, but setting the ray to a high enough 
intensity will also destroy the healthy tissue
(at low intensities the ray is harmless to both)

How can the doctor destroy the tumour with the 
rays but not destroy the healthy tissue?



Knowledge-Beneficial Problems

• Solution for the Radiation Problem

• Analogy already given!
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Knowledge-Beneficial Problems

• The Wason Abstract Selection Task

• A hard problem, domain-general processes only

36

Each card below has a letter on one side and a number 
on the other. The following rule may or may not be true:

If there is an E on one side of the card,
then there is a 4 on the other side

Which cards should you turn over to find out whether 
the rule is true or false?



Knowledge-Beneficial Problems

• The Contextual Selection Task

• An easier problem, activates a widely-possessed schema?
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Each card below represents a person in a pub. For some 
people you know how old they are, for other people you 
know what they are drinking. The rule for drinking is:

If a person is drinking an alcoholic drink,
then he/she must be over 18 years old

Imagine that you are trying to catch under-age drinkers

Which people should be questioned further
to find out whether the rule is being broken?



Schemas as Problem Solving Tools

• Gick & Holyoak (1980, 1983)

• Schema = abstract description of general principles

• 2 stages: creation and application

• Key features of similar base stories
recognised and abstracted

• Appropriate target: schema activates,
mapped onto problem

• Inferences give missing values
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Base Problem

Base Problem

Base Problem

Target Problem

Target Problem

Target Problem

SCHEMA
Abstraction

Mapping



• Convergence Schema

Initial state:

• Goal; use force to overcome a central target

• Resources; sufficiently great force

• Constraint; cannot apply full force along one path

Solution plan: 

• Apply weak forces along multiple paths simultaneously

Outcome: 

• Central target overcome by force

Schemas as Problem Solving Tools
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Schemas as Problem Solving Tools

• Pragmatic Permission Schema

40

P1: If the action [drinking beer] is to be taken
  then the precondition [over 18] must be satisfied

P2: If the action [drinking beer] is not to be taken
  then the precondition [over 18] need not be satisfied

P3: If the precondition [over 18] is satisfied
  then the action [drinking beer] may be taken

P4: If the precondition [over 18] is not satisfied
  then the action [drinking beer] must not be taken



Schemas as Problem Solving Tools

• Evidence for operation of schemas

• Cheng & Holyoak (1985)

• Abstract selection task devised, no content,
other then pure permission context

‣ Facilitates performance compared
with standard abstract version

➡ Implies understanding of abstract permission context 
rather than memory for specific instances
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 Not Satisfied 
Precondition P

Satisfied 
Precondition P

 Not Taken 
Action A

Taken 
Action A



Schemas as Problem Solving Tools

• Evidence for formation of schemas

• Gick & Holyoak (1983)

• General principles cannot be 
abstracted from individual cases

‣ Two base stories = better performance than one

‣ Verbal general principle: no assistance for one base story

‣ Verbal general principle assists for two base stories

➡ Schema formation = abstraction
from multiple similar sources

➡ Reasonable evidence that schemas can exist and
make a useful contribution to problem solving

➡ More sophisticated/versatile memory structures
than knowledge retrieval or rote solutions
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1.4: Limits to Success

• When do these methods go wrong?

• Working memory (over)load
Insu"cient resources to perform the task

• Misdirected attention
Irrelevant aspects of the task processed

• Knowledge misused
Procedures applied in the wrong context
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Working Memory (Over)load

• Easy to demonstrate experimentally

• Can degrade human performance catastrophically

‣ The most robust finding in cognitive psychology

➡ The more you have to do, the harder it is to do it
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Working Memory (Over)load

• The Monsters & Globes Problem

45

Three five-handed monsters are each holding one globe: the small monster 
is holding a large globe, the medium sized monster is holding a small globe 
and the large monster is holding a medium sized globe 

This offends the monsters sense of symmetry and they wish to transfer 
globes such that each monster is holding a correspondingly sized globe

Monster etiquette demands that:

Only one globe may be transferred at a time
If a monster is holding two or more globes then only the largest may be transferred
A globe may not be transferred to a monster who is holding a larger globe



Working Memory (Over)load

• Kotovsky, Hayes, & Simon (1985)

• Investigated Tower of Hanoi isomorphs

• High working memory load created by using 
complicated/non-intuitive instructions

‣ High working memory load problems:

• Rules harder to learn

• Illegal moves harder to spot

• Options harder to generate

➡ High working memory load made problem solving 
strategies less effective, prevented planning ahead

• Trying to remember rules overloaded working memory

• Cannot plan ahead if cannot identify legal moves
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Working Memory (Over)load

• Inference

47

If …

the cup is to the left of the spoon, and … 
the plate is to the left of the spoon, and … 
the knife is in front of the cup, and … 
the fork is in front of the plate, then … 
   
where is the knife in relation to the fork?

[two model indeterminate problem]



Working Memory (Over)load

• Johnson-Laird & Byrne (1989)

• Tested different items of ’kitchen table’ task

‣ Two-model problems harder then one-model problems 

‣ Two model indeterminate problems hardest of all

➡ Exploit cognitive weaknesses to the full

➡ Errors made by

• Building incorrect models

• Losing track of intermediate conclusions

• Not considering all models
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Working Memory (Over)load

• Evans, Newstead & Byrne (1993)

• Across a wide variety of deduction tasks

‣ Multiple model problems harder 

‣ Often have floor-level performance,
for example, categorical reasoning problems
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If … 
 
All of the B are A, and … 
All of the C are B, 
 
Then it must follow that … 
 
All of the C are A 
None of the C are A 
Some of the C are A 
Some of the C are not A 
None of the above is correct 
 
[typically > 95% correct]  
 
 
 
 

 

If … 
 
All of the B are A, and … 
All of the B are C, 
 
Then it must follow that … 
 
All of the C are A 
None of the C are A 
Some of the C are A 
Some of the C are not A 
None of the above is correct 
 
[typically < 30% correct]  
 
 
 
 



Misdirected Attention

• Too much information overloads working memory

• Selective attention reduces working memory load

• But can sometimes reduce performance 
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If there is an E on one side of the card,
then there is a 4 on the other side

Which cards should you turn over to find out whether 
the rule is true or false?



Misdirected Attention

• Evans (1989)

• Full negations paradigm:

• If there is an E on one side, there is a 4 on the other 
If there is not an E on one side, there is a 4 on the other
If there is an E on one side, there is not a 4 on the other
If there is not an E on one side, there is not a 4 on the other

‣ Strong tendency to ignore logic, select named cards

➡ Named entities are topics, capture attentional focus 

• Roberts & Newton (2001)

• Used mouse pointing task to reveal hidden cards

‣ Attentional imbalance in card-revealing times

➡ Ss think about named cards more than un-named ones
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Knowledge Misapplied

• Domain-specific procedures can by-pass
inefficient domain-general ones

• But analogies are by definition false

• Target can inherit unwanted properties from analogy

• Misapplication can lead to errors

• Other knowledge-based errors 

• Belief bias:
Beliefs override reasoning procedures

• Functional fixedness:
Inappropriate assumptions degrade performance

• Set effects:
Learnt strategies subsequently misapplied
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Knowledge Misapplied

• Categorical Reasoning (belief bias)
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If … 
 
Some of the radicals are communists, and … 
All of the lecturers are radicals, 
 
Then it must follow that … 
 
Some of the lecturers are communists  … True or False 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Knowledge Misapplied

• Categorical Reasoning (belief bias)

54

If … 
 
Some of the radicals are communists, and … 
All of the lecturers are radicals, 
 
Then it must follow that … 
 
Some of the lecturers are communists  … True or False 
 
AND if you accept that conclusion 
then you should also accept that 
 
If … 
 
Some of the shapes are squares, and … 
All of the triangles are shapes, 
 
Then it must follow that … 
 
Some of the triangles are squares  … True or False 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Knowledge Misapplied

• Evans, Barston & Pollard (1983)

• Gave four types of trial

• Believable, and logically correct   [congruent]
Believable, but logically incorrect  [incongruent]
Unbelievable, but logically correct  [incongruent]
Unbelievable, and logically incorrect [congruent]

‣ Congruent trials: 11% Errors

‣ Incongruent trials: 58% Errors

➡ Strong tendency for beliefs to override logic,
especially for believable conclusions
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Knowledge Misapplied

• The Candle Problem (Functional Fixedness)

• Attach a candle to a pin-board so that it can be safely lit
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Knowledge Misapplied

• Adamson (1952)

• Two conditions, pins inside box, pins next to box

‣ Massive decline in performance when pins inside box

➡ When box is presented as a container,
Ss assumed not part of problem
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Knowledge Misapplied

• The Water Jugs Problem (Set Effects)

• Measure the target volume using these jugs, which
are marked only to measure the stated volume, you
have an unlimited water supply

58

Target = 18 Units

30 Units10 Units 1 Unit



Knowledge Misapplied

• Luchins & Luchins (1950) cont.

• Gave long sequence of trials

59

Vol  jA  Vol  jB  Vol  jC  Target Trial Solution(s)

29   3   ---   20   P  A – 3B
21   127  3   100  L  B – A – 2C
14   163  25   99   L  B – A – 2C
18   43   10   5   L  B – A – 2C
9   42   6   21   L  B – A – 2C
20   59   4   31   L  B – A – 2C
23   49   3   20   L-S B – A – 2C/A – C
15   39   3   18   L-S B – A – 2C/A + C
28   76   3   25   S  A – C
18   48   4   22   L-S B – A – 2C/A + C
14   36   8   6   L-S B – A – 2C/A – C



Knowledge Misapplied

• Luchins & Luchins (1950) cont.

‣ Robust persistent tendency to use
long strategy even after the S-trial

‣ Finite water supply version:
Ss still used long strategy and ran out of water

➡ Set effects persistent and resist eradication

➡ BUT balance necessary, advantages of knowledge/learnt 
strategies nullified if permanently auditing performance

➡ Self-monitoring adds to working memory load
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1.5: Overview and Recurring Themes

• Domain-general reasoning and problem
solving strategies have been identified

• Wide-ranging but inefficient,
with high working memory cost

• Selective attention can mitigate this
but can misdirect, leading to errors

• Domain-specific procedures by-pass them
inefficient domain-general processes

• But these can lead to their own errors
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1.5: Overview and Recurring Themes

➡ To create an intelligent computer,
implement the following?

• Domain-general strategies

• High working memory capacity

• Schema creation/application procedures

• A pre-processing attentional system
immune to misdirection

• Efficient checking procedures to prevent
knowledge misapplication

• Anything missing!?
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1.5: Overview and Recurring Themes

• Is cognition necessary?

• If animals can solve these problems, do they have 
sophisticated strategies/mental models/schemas too?

• No, behaviourist and gestalt accounts of
problem solving (e.g. Mayer, 1992) too

• Intelligent-looking behaviour need not imply
the use of (sophisticated) cognitive methods

➡ Process versus behaviour-based
definitions of intelligence?

➡ This will affect evaluation of
animal and computer intelligence
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1.5: Overview and Recurring Themes

• Is life one giant state space
navigated by means-ends analysis?

• Newell & Simon: Yes! 

• Simon (1978): All problem solving = 
searching knowledge states for solution 

• Newell (1980): Means-ends analysis =
the strategy for intelligent navigation

• This is the search space paradigm 

• The dominant approach to Artificial Intelligence

• Implemented in so-called unified
theories of cognition (e.g. ACT, SOAR)

➡ A lot of implications for human and
computer intelligence if not well-founded
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1.5: Overview and Recurring Themes

• Domain-general versus domain-specific processes

• Does intelligence require?

• domain-general PLUS domain-specific procedures

or 

• domain-specific procedures ONLY

• Huge range of opinion
(Roberts, 2007 versus Hirshfeld & Gelman, 1994)

➡ Wide-ranging implications for: 

• Measuring and theorising about human intelligence

• Creating intelligent machines

• Interpreting ‘intelligent’ behaviour in animals and humans
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